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Corporate & Office
Luxury Vinyl Tiles
Moduleo 55 Tiles
Desert Stone 46920 XL
1.300 m2
HubSpot
Dublin - Ireland
2020
Alliance Carpets
Sonica Fitout
Henry J Lyons
ROC Agencies

“ Using the industry’s largest PVC recycling
plant and a 100% European Reach compliant
supply chain, Moduleo 55 Tiles LVT is
responsibly made with the future in mind.”

HubSpot’s Dublin HQ has been revamped
with Moduleo 55 Tiles LVT in a XL format
featuring throughout.
Home to the product and engineering
teams and situated in the vibrant
Docklands area, the Dublin offices of
CRM software specialist, HubSpot,
represent the company’s
people-focus with an inspiring and
uplifting environment. Promoting
wellbeing through informal shared
spaces, it’s clear to see cues to the
listed company’s empowering attitude
throughout.
For the floor, HubSpot is benefitting
from Moduleo 55 Tiles, specified by
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Henry J Lyons in the modern look of
Desert Stone 46920 XL. A sleek epoxy tile
effect in mid-grey, the Extra-large format
LVT floor balances with the stripped-out
aesthetic of the offices. Details include
selected areas with ceiling panel frames in
place, exposed HVAC and neon lighting in
the company’s flagship orange.

Made with 50% recycled content,
Moduleo 55 Tiles Desert Stone XL
is efficiently made in Europe with
renewable energy. Using the industry’s
largest PVC recycling plant and a 100%
European Reach compliant supply chain,
Moduleo 55 Tiles LVT is responsibly
made with the future in mind.

The 1.300 m2 floor has been installed
with Accessories Flexpro self-adhesive
underlay directly over raised access
flooring. Allowing for faster installation
during the fit-out by flooring contractor,
Alliance Carpets, the solution also makes
uplift and reuse or recycling at the end
of first life easier.

Moduleo 55 Tiles is a high-performance
floor made for use in demanding
commercial environments. Featuring a
0.55 mm wear layer for longevity and
equipped with scratch and stain resistant
Protectonite® for less maintenance,
the floor can withstand intensive use.

